I in   THE INTr.RXAL COMBUSTION ENGINE [chap, vi
It v. r, f «• . air:. .1 out at anv time after cleaning, and when every.
tli" -' , Miaru t<. K< in #*>d working order the engine should be
i *i,it ri«.i/i\ i.r hnjjif.liato u*e when the gas is available.
* FioCi^i that all the Joints are sound and tight, the water should
now he t«n:t-:l rn to the coke scrubber by means of the tap C until
it	tl»rowk the pipe D provided for that purpose. It is
fs**'ntui tiut the Grabber should contain sufficient water to seal
then be	to the evaporator F by means
of the tap G until It just overflows in drops by the pipe T provided
for that	overflow should be very slight before start-
ing and	be	time to time when running accord-
Ing to the load on the	as described below.   The taps C and
it ar/i the cock H	now be closed.   The cock B and the cock
,? i .11 the	pipe K	be opened.   The fire door L and the
M	be opened and a fire of wood or coke
in the eas producer,    O'fdin&ru bituminous coal must on
mi	Ik	When the fire is burning up well anthracite
ecul	be	through the hopper N in small quantities
to         as the whole	of fuel becomes incandescent
tliis	continued until the gas producer is full to
the        of the bottom of the gas pipe P.   The fire door L and ash-
pit         M	be	as soon as the coal is well alight.    The
fan A          be          for the purpose of blowing up the fire
the           of the products of combustion being blown
by it* meansfthrough the gas pipe P, separator R and uptake pipe
K to           the        J          open during this operation.  Supposing
the fire to                   lit for, say, fifteen to twenty minutes, and
the         fan to have        in operation during that time, the quality
of the pas          is	can now be tested by partially closing
the         J                             the gas through the scrubber and gas
to the test         Q.   The nearer this test cock is placed to the
the           ; it       be placed at any convenient point in the
gM                       the            and the gas box, for example.   Before
the £&&              the scrubber the water must be turned on
to the                           tap C.   The blowing will have to continue
for a few                      the scrubber and gas box are cleared of air,
ga§ ha*                    in to take its place.   A light should then
be            to the test         Q and the gas if of a good quality will
a                          If the coal is of good quality the gas
s                   orange red in colour, and one which
mot go          With	it is difficult to produce anything
but a                    but m          as the gas burns steadily it will '
^6	It i§ of sufficiently good quality to start
tbe
tto gas, as described, care must be
to term	Mid even speed.   Under' no ck-

